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Google's Pixel 2 has been shaped to be one of the best phones of the year and may not have the most attractive hardware other than the XL model, but both variants ship with some of the best Android software around. One of the many features showcased at the October 4 announcement event was pixel
2's updated live wallpaper, which, thanks to a developer named Pranav Pandey, is now available to download these on Android phones running 6.0 marshmallows or more. Last year's Pixel took things a step further by introducing live earth wallpapers that moved on your home screen to create some
additional depth, and pixel 2 live wallpapers with even more mobile interactive parts. One wallpaper shows Lagos, Portugal, with waves crashing against a rocky coast, while another shows a hot air balloon flying over Monument Valley, Utah. There are also Grimmer wallpapers that light up when you
touch your home screen, gooey ones with virtual gooes that respond and reshape themselves based on taps and swipes, and even real-time views of Mars and the moon. Many of the pixel 2's features seem to have been ported to other phones recently, but that's because they do. Static Pixel 2
wallpapers are now available for download before these live ones, and with it, pixel 2 launcher and camera apps have also been released. Pixel 2 is an expensive phone and these apps and wallpapers don't offer exactly the same experience as Google's latest and greatst features, but they can certainly
bring you closer. Pixel 2 live wallpapers can be downloaded here. The Samsung Galaxy S4 may not arrive on most carriers until late April or early May, but that doesn't mean you can't enjoy some of the phone's minor features right now. Galaxy S4 wallpapers, ringtones and even the latest S-Voice APK
are yours for download now. These S4-related goodies come to us courtesy of SamMobile, who managed to get their hands on the Galaxy S4 system dump. The site hasn't made the dumps available yet, but they've removed some features and are now available to us. 7 high resolution wallpapers and
new S4 ringtones are great bonuses, but the most exciting of these items is the new S-Voice APK. The S-Voice APK has already been tested on several Samsung devices like the Galaxy Note 2 and Galaxy S3 and seems to be working without a hit point. However, according to the test, it does not play
well with AOSP-based ROMs. There is a lot to love about Samsung's upcoming flagship smartphone and having these few items will give us a small taste of what is in store for us in the coming months. Are you excited for the Samsung Galaxy S4 or are you completely satisfied with the phone that is
currently shaking? Tagging: Samsung Samsung Galaxy S Do you want the new iOS 10 wallpaper? Well, we've got you covered! It's a breathtaking scene, but weCall it the best wallpaper Apple has come up with. Yes, we've seen better, but this isn't even half bad! Weibo is now available to download a
number of Google Pixel 4 apps that are set to debut on new phones. If you're following the Pixel 4 leak frenzy, you may have seen a lot of new development after a website called Nextrift accessed the pre-release Pixel 4 XL unit. The website (via 9to5 Google) shared a number of Pixel 4 apps, including a
new Google Recorder app, a new pixel launcher, a new pixel theme app, and a handful of new Pixel 4 live wallpapers (via XDA). Now all these apps are available for download. Pixel Theme App Google's new Pixel Theme app lets you customize fonts, icon designs, accent colors, and more on your Pixel
4 device. Google may bring this app to all Pixel users in the future, but it can now be downloaded on apk 9to5 Google, which was accessible through the Pixel 4 XL unit before its release. The pixel theme APK can be downloaded from the link of the button pasted below. Visit the 9to5 Google link above to
see the full steps on how to do it. Download pixel theme APKPixel Launcher A new set of Pixel 4 apps also features a pixel launcher. The only new change here is the feature to access your device's notification tray by swiping down. The APK for the pixel launcher is also extracted from the pre-release
Pixel 4 XL unit and should work on Pixel devices. Download pixel launcher APKDownload Pixel 4 live wallpaper While pixel 4's new live wallpaper was discovered by 9to5 Google, members of the XDA developer were able to change the APK so that anyone with a 64-bit device over Android 7 could
download them. You can choose from wallpapers called Prickly, Green, Rocky, and Sights from the Sun. There is also a doodle wallpaper that can move objects on the screen. With compass wallpaper, you choose a location and the compass points to it. There is a wallpaper Living Universe set featuring
locations in Saudi Arabia, Australia and Switzerland. Six of the nine Pixel 4 wallpapers also support the dark mode of the entire system and darken accordingly. Download pixel 4 live wallpapers from the link below. Download Pixel 4 Wallpapers Google Voice Recorder google Pixel 4 phone will be
preinstalled with voice recording app. In the app, you can start voice recording by tapping the record button, and you can also share the recording directly from within the app. The Google voice recorder HTC 10 (formerly known as One M10) will be unveiled on April 12 next month, and HTC recently
shared various details about it, including the fact that the phone should offer the fastest and smoothest Android experience or have the world's first world-class rear and front camera. You can already download a series of smartphones by just waiting until HTC officially reveals your new smartphone.Its
quad HD screen (expected to be a 5.1-inch super LCD 5 panel) We're not just talking about previously leaked wallpapers: there are four new ones posted by HTC ROM developer @LlabTooFeR. Three of the four new HTC 10 wallpapers have a psychedelic design, while the fourth has a simple wave
pattern. It is a scrollable wallpaper for Quad HD (1440 x 2560 pixel) displays, as it is all 2880 x 2560 pixel images. Get the wallpaper below (double-click/tap to zoom in and save) or see the source link at the end of this article. Htc 10 will run Android Marshmallow with Sense 8.0 UI, will have a Qualcomm
Snapdragon 820 processor and will provide up to 64 GB of internal memory. The smartphone is made of metal (the same as all previous One M flagships), but is more like the One A9 than the One M9 or M8. Would you like to buy HTC 10?Let us know in the comments below!Source:Mega (download),
@LlabTooFeR subscribe to our newsletter! Rd. COM Arts &amp; Entertainment quotes give your phone a new look and download these free iPhone wallpapers to keep you focused. These short quotes and words of motivation are the mantras you need. rd.com you need to be a daily remember of this, so
why not make it your phone background? While changing your background, you will also probably want to use some of these hidden iPhone hacks that you did not know about. Now rd.com peach season is not all year round, but you can keep this as your wallpaper all year round. Download Now rd.com
During stressful hours, don't forget to breathe. Download now rd.com work hard to make a good day every day. If you need to clear the space on your phone before downloading these iPhone wallpapers, try these tricks to free up storage. Download now rd .com of the perfect iPhone wallpapers to help
you get the most out of every day. Download now and try to look good at everyone, places and things. Download now rd.com Yes, you really can. Download rd now .com it is important to practice patience. Download now rd.com always remember self-love and care. Download rd .com now feel the best in
the world. Download .com now like rd and summer honey. Download now rd.com get caught up in the bad right now, life goes on. Download now rd.com be kind is one of the most important things you can do. Download .com rd and Bob Marley quotes make some of the best iPhone wallpapers. Download
now rd.com this is one of the iPhone wallpapers made for summer. Download now rd.com try looking at the glass as half full.Download now rd.com set this as the background of your iPhone when you are suffering through too many rainy spring days. Download now rd.com look for something to check off
your bucket list at all time. Download now you can handle something that life throws at you. Download now rd.com there's nothing better than beingComplete table with close friends and family. Download now rd .com yourself from your comfort zone. Download now published: October 15, 2019 2019
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